
Fox Rich Textiles Introduces Cowboy Camo
Hay and straw form the background for this unique new pattern from the peo-

ple who make Ab-Scent fabric. Cowboy Camo blends that natural background
with horse tack, spurs, barbed wire and rope. The pattern (here printed on a
poly/cotton twill) can be used for hunting garments that really blend in with dry
grass, corn or sagebrush. But it’s also expected to be used for casual wear to serve
the interests both of hunters and of those who make up a much larger western
wear market. Reach Fox-Rich in Connecticut at (203) 438-3153.
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DEALER INQUIRES WELCOME
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Flex Fletch Has The Vanes, And All-Purpose Adhesive
It’s easy to focus on new vanes from Flex-Fletch, like this FLP 300 Swift, and for-

get the firm also has the perfect adhesive to bond them to wood, carbon, alu-
minum or fiberglass. In fact, Flex-Bond has the distinction of being the industry’s
first ‘’all-purpose”fletching adhesive, because it came on the market in response to
carbon shafts back in 1985. Reach Flex Fletch in Minnesota at (651) 426-4882
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Size Matters.
Braided bow slings just got bigger.  And
they're available only from the little company
that brought you the original braided bow
sling.  Ask for the Paradox ProSling Elite with
the new, wider braided strap.

Wide is Better.
816-635-3753

NEW
in 2005!
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Black Gold Introduces Inertia Activated Arrow Rests.
Fall-away rests are nothing new, but this time around they’ve become

hugely popular. Now Mike Ellig of Montana Black Gold has designed a new
series of Trap Door Arrow Rests that are “cordless” because they’re activated
by the bow’s inertia, another approach that’s been used before but  deserves
a second look.

Like any good total clearance rest, the Mach 4 Trap Door holds out the
promise of faster arrow speed because of reduced friction. With the arrow on

the rest for less of the
draw cycle, there’s less
chance for the shooter
to transfer torque.
And rests that clear
the way for the fletch-
ing may tune easier.

The Mach 4 Trap Doors are quicker to mount, because there’s no cable
or shaft to connect. Ellig said they should prove to be more durable,
since those connections aren’t out in the open where they might be
snagged or bent. The Mach 4 (above) and Mach 4 MT (Micro Tune) at
left use a molded Delrin launcher and have adjustable fall rates. The
internal components are protected within the machined aluminum
case. Reach Mach 4 (and Black Gold) in Montana at (406) 586-1117.
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Goat Tuff Comes Three Ways
Tim Sizemore believes the formula he

came up with for Goat Tuff was the per-
fect one for instantly bonding both
vanes and inserts to carbon, aluminum,
even wood. It’s the favorite arrow adhe-
sive for legions of arrow builders. But
Goat Tuff also needs to compete with
lower cost adhesives that have come on
the archery market.

That’s why Goat Tuff comes three
ways. There’s the original Premium
Grade, a Quality grade that comes with
special non-clogging caps, and an
Economy grade. All three come in .5, 1
and 2 ounce bottles, and the premium
also comes in a 7 gram package.

Reach GoatTuff at (970) 245-9666.

X-tra Talk Reaches Out
Midland Radio Corporation has devel-

oped an X-Tra Talk GXT400 two-way
radio with power to talk up to 12 miles!
This 22 channel set holds 38 privacy
codes to help block reception of
unwanted transmissions. Hunters will
appreciate its ruggedness and the fact it
includes a built-in weather radio. You
can program five different call tones, so
in a group setting you know who is con-
tacting you. Reach Midland Radio in
Missouri at (816) 241-8500.
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